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Characters:
- Chet: gold chain, snapback, champion shorts, socks+slides.
- Neekie: dressed plain

Script:

Chet: *animal noise* *backflip* Hey what’s up you sussy bakas back at it again with another
prank video. But before we get started make sure to ***** that like button, **** that notification
bell and subscribe to join the CHETFAM

Okay today guys we’re going on the BIGGEST prank run of this channel’s ENTIRE HISTORY.
And it is going to be SUPER SUPER INSANE. We are starting a PRANK WAR against my
BEST FRIEND NEEKIE. I’m really nervous because I don’t know how it’ll go, but it’s gonna be
AWESOME.

Got ‘em hand

[After every prank do the got em hand, whip out a baseball bat, and beat the victim up.]

Bungee jumping prank:

Chet: *obvious whisper* okay so first up is a SUPER SUPER funny one- Neekie thinks we’re
going bungee jumping, but what he doesn’t know is that IN THE MIDDLE OF HIS FALL I will be
DROPPING the rope!!!! Can’t wait to see the look on his face when he realizes he got
PRANKED!

*tying the rope around him*

Chet: Aight Neekie, do you trust me? *making obvious faces/gestures to the camera behind
back*

Neekie: *daps him up* Wait, are you just holding the rope? Isn’t it supposed to be tied to
something?

Chet: Neekie! I thought you TRUSTED me! You’re embarrassing me! You’re literally my BEST
FRIEND—

Neekie: Okay, okay. Whatever you say, bro.. *uneasy*
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Chet pushes Chet to the edge of the roof and counts down from 3. He pushes Neekie on 2.
Neekie falls to the ground while Chet talks to the camera (Ohh shit! / Look at him go / other
remarks)

Chet appears before Neekie on the ground, who can’t move.

Chet: Get PRANKED! *gotem sign*

Dead cat prank

Neekie returns home to see a memorial set up in his backyard. The memorial is for his cat,
Carson. Neekie looks very confused.

Suddenly, Chet bursts into the scene.

Chet: Neekie… I’m… I’m sorry.

Neekie: What the **** is this, Chet?

Chet: Carson… Carson didn’t make it.

Neekie: What?!

Chet: Some sicko… microwaved him.

Neekie: Wha—oh. Jesus, Chet. Another prank? You kidding?

Chet (to camera): You guys, I can’t BELIEVE that Neekie guessed it was a prank! SMASH that
like button if YOU knew it was a prank too.

Neekie: Dammit, Chet, enough! Jesus. Where’s Carson?

Chet looks at the shoebox that’s at the memorial, then back to Carson.

Neekie: What, what’s there?

Neekie walks over to the shoebox.

Neekie: He’s not hiding in there, is he?

Neekie opens the shoebox. He looks shocked, and then starts crying.

Chet: You just got PRANKED!
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Chet does the got ‘em hand

Kidnapping *gone wrong*

Chet: Okay guys, the FINAL prank we are pulling today is a surprise, even for you guys. BUT,
you guys, I can give you a hint about the prank. We are going to be using a BASEBALL BAT,
this CLOTH BAG, and finally, you guys, we are going to need A CAR.

*insert of Chet breaking into somebody’s car and hot wiring it*

Chet: Okay, you guys, we are on our way to Neekie’S HOUSE to pick him up for the final prank.
And right now, I can tell you what the prank is. We are going to pretend that Neekie is being
KIDNAPPED from Neekie’s house.

3:00 AM at Neekie’s house

Chet: So, you guys, we are at Neekie’s house. Let’s head into Neekie’s house.

*Montage of Chet sneaking into Neekie’s house and bedroom*

In Neekie’s bedroom

Chet: (Yelling) Neekie! WE ARE IN YOUR HOUSE! YOU ARE BEING KIDNAPPED!

Neekie: What the fuck?

Chet: Okay, Elisa, grab the bag for Neekie’s head.

Elisa hands Chet the bag. Chet puts the bag over Neekie’s head. Neekie is screaming &
thrashing around in resistance.

Chet: Calm down Neekie! It’s just a PRANK!

Chet begins beating Neekie, and continues until Neekie is knocked out.

Chet: Okay you guys, now that Neekie is OUT COLD, we can head to the HOLDING
LOCATION.

The group is in a field in the middle of the night. Neekie is on his knees, bag still over his head,
with blood dripping out. Chet is standing next to him with a baseball bat.
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Chet: Okay, you guys, welcome to the finale of the PRANK! We are going to be holding Chet
here for ransom.

Neekie: Chet, where am I? Elisa, are you there? Hello? Is this another prank? Chet? Elisa?

Chet: Neekie, this is NOT A JOKE. We are KIDNAPPING YOU.

Neekie: What? Chet? Jesus, Chet. I’m cold. Please. Please Chet. I’m begging you. I’m cold.

Chet: HA! Just kidding, Neekie! It was a prank ALL ALONG.

Chet does the got em hand and hits Neekie with a baseball bat, knocking him out.

FIN

Quotes to include:
“Is that blood on your head? Just kidding.”


